Need a new
and unique
tournament gift?

Customizable Labels

SCRAMBLE
CADDY

SCRAMBLE CADDY
is it!

®

Optional Cart Clip
Want to add to your tee gift?
Scramble Caddies weigh less than 4 ounces
and fit perfectly in our optional cart/cigar
clips which can be labeled as well.
Cart clips not in your budget?
Scramble Caddies also store nicely in the
cup holder while playing.

The Scramble Golfer’s Best Friend!
Pop, sweep or scoop the ball while
seated in golf cart.
Retrieve balls from water hazards.
Great for practice rounds.
Push down
at 45° angle to
pop it in

Sweep it
into the cup
polo-style

Scoop it
up from
hazards

For more information, tournament
pricing or demo video, visit our website
ScrambleCaddy.com
QwikPik Golf - Orlando FL: (407) 505-5546
Call Toll Free: 877-QwikPik (877-794-5745)
info@ScrambleCaddy.com

The Ultimate
Accessory For
Scramble Tournaments

The Scramble Caddy ball retriever is a
golf accessory specifically designed
for use during scramble tournaments.

As an added bonus, Scramble Caddy retrieves
balls from water hazards, a task virtually
impossible for suction cups. Never again
drop a ball back in the water…once Scramble
Caddy has it in the cup, it stays in the cup.
Scramble Caddy is also
the perfect gift for
seniors and other golfers
who may have trouble
bending down to pick up
the ball.

Scramble Caddy is unique because it is
the only one of its kind that can pick up a
golf ball in two different ways: either when
stopped or while driving down the fairway.

Unique tee gift, ready for logo
Lightweight but durable
Weather-resistant materials
Speeds up play
Optional cart clip available
Priced for any budget
Customize your Scramble Caddies with your
logo and choice of nine cup colors. We will
help you create a fun yet functional tee gift or
favor for your golf league, corporate outing,
charity event or fundraiser. And because
golfers can pick up balls so quickly and safely,
it speeds up play so your event will stay on
schedule.

The Scramble Caddy will easily pick up balls
without leaving your golf cart or hanging over
the side. Scoop it up polo style, or press down
on the ball to pop it into the cup.
Order Scramble Caddy for your next
tournament.

Great for practice rounds
and on-course lessons
too. Golfers can use it
again and again long after your tournament is
over. This item is truly one of a kind!

SCRAMBLE CADDY ®
Ball Retriever

Colors

white, red, blue, orange, green, yellow,
maroon, pink, black or custom
Scramble Caddy is a registered trademark of QwikPik Golf
U.S. Patent No. 7,938,465

